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I NTRODU CT ION

Models of economy tend to be 1arge. One method of handling that problem

is to study one equat'ion at a time, and s'impl'ify the equations as much

as poss'ible. But as shown below, this may intróduce artificial difficulties.

Anderson and Tay'lor(1976) consjder an extremely sìmplified model under

certa'inty equivalence control. They find that with this control law, the

model parameters can not be estimated by ìeast squares, but the control

law converges to its desired value. This situation will now be analysed

usìng the differential equation approach developed by Liung(1977). It is

shown why the parameter estimates do not, in general, converge to the true

values, whereas the ìnput does. However, the parameters can be made to

converge if the model'is slìghtly changed in a natural way.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

Cons'ider the system

y(t) = blrl (t-l ) + brur(t-l ) + e(t) (l )

where {e(t)} is a sequence of independent random variables w'ith zero mean

and varjun.. o2. The parameters b., and b, are constant, but unknown. 0n1y

one of the control variables is used for control of the system. The second
'input, uZ, is not cons'idered to be ava'ilable for control of (l ). It may e.g.

be designated for control of some other equatìon in a larger model.

The control objective is to keep the output close to a prescribed reference

value y.. To do so, the unknown parameters b., and b, must be estimated. This
'is done w'ith a least squares estimator, and the estimates are OenoteO ô(t¡
ana Ur(t). The certainty equìvalence control rule then is

!, - bzlt¡ur(t)
u,(r) = -j ^- (2)

bl (r)

Unfortunately, there is no feedback from the output in the control 1aw (2).

This is because the model (l) is very simp'lified. Normally, the output must

also be allowed to depend on previous values of the output. Th'is would then

introduce feedback into the control law.

In the anaìysis it ìs assumed tnat u2(t) is constant, 'i.e. ur(t) = uZ.The

effects of a time-varying u.(t) wìll be discussed later on.
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ANALYSI S

The estimation algorithm

To analyse the performance of the closed-loop system with least squares

est'imation, the ordinary differentiaì equations approach of Ljung (1977)

will be used. These 0DEs describe the evolution of the parameter estimates,
and equations for the recursive least squares estjmator are needed'in a

special form. t^Jìth

b,I t

tu., (t-ì ) uz(t-l )l

the equations are

ôt.l = ô1t-t) . +.R(r)-la(t).rv(t) - ôqt-r)Tç(t)l

R(t) = R(r-r)-+.tç(t)p(t)T - n(r-r)+ o.rl

0 - tb

e(t) =
T

The term ô.i of (4) is added here to ensure the invertib'ility of R(t). In

normal least squares estimatioñ 6=0, but o+0 may be used to avoid numerical

djfficulties. Equatìon (4) is normalìy written in terms of P(t) = lt.R(t)l-j
but the form (4) facilitates the analysis.

The dif ferent'ial equat'ions

According to Ljung(1977) the equations (3)-(4) can be associated with the

differential equatìons

ð = r t n-l,p(r).ty(t) - qTe(")l ]

ñ= e {ç(r)ç(.)T-R+ô.I}

The expectations shall be evaluated for fixed values of 0 and R and wjth
the 'input f rom (2)

!, - b2u,
(5)u

(3)

(4)

b I

Also let

T

The onìy random variable js then y(t), which contains e(t). The

differential equations are

(6)
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b^
-¿

B

c (b1-!1 ) .9r (b,,-b")'u,

(7)

[;r]
(8)

where

+ (e)

Possjbl e convergence points

In Ljung (1977 ) 'it is stated that the asymptotic behaviour of the jdent'ifj-

cation aìgorìthm js descnibed by the solution to the differential equat'ions

(7)-(9). 0nly their stable stationary poìnts are possible convergence po'ints

for the'identification. t,rlìth ut+O the onìy possibility is then e = 0.

bJ'ith u., inserted th'is impìies that the asymptot'ic estjmates must sat'isfy (ôt+0)

bl (y. - bzuz) = bl (v. - bzuz) (lo)

There'is thus a whole line of stationary poìnts of (7)-(9). The true values

are fortunately on this line.

To check the stability, the ODEs (7)-(9) are linerized around these stationary
poìnts. The l'inerized system wìll have three eìgenvalues jn -l (from

equation (8) ) and one ìn zero (with the e'igenvector aìong the line of
statjonary points). The last eigenvalue will be

b I

For th'is to be negative, bl and its est'imate must have the same s'ign. Sjnce

this is necessary for stabiììty, the sign of b., will always be correctly
estimated.

The above analysis explains the identification problems encountered by

Anderson and Tay'lor(1976). It is also possible to answer their quest'ion

if bl will converge to b., w.p.l. The analysis shows that it w'ill not.

It should be noted that the input u., wìll always converge to its desired

value. From (10) it is obvious that

Y" - bru, Yr bz'z
ur

II e

,p aT - R + o.I

(t.,1 )

Þl

.>

I bl

Th'is agrees well w'ith the findìngs of Andenson and Taylor. Thus, if the maìn

concern is control, thìs method is probably good. But if the parameter

estimates are wanted it cannot be used unchanged.

b
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Mod'if i cations

It was stated in the ìntroduction that the difficulties arise from the
over-sìmplified model. It'is noe easy to see why. The reason is, that the
stationary po'ints of (7) can be described by the simpìe equation g = 0

or (10). This in turn'is caused by tp bei'ng a constant'in the expectation
defining the 0DEs.

There are severa'l ways to avoid the problem. They all assure a random tp

in the expectation, e'ither through u., or uz or both. In fact, they need

not be random. It is sufficient if they change ìrregularly enough.

One possibility is to introduce dynam'ics in the model (1). This will make

ul a feedback controller. Another possìbi'lity is to make frequent changes

of the reference value or of the input ur.
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